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 Editing Practice #25                     

        (Syntax) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. yeerly when not fliing, the blue angels visist 50,000 people in Schools an Hospitalls            

 _____________________________________________________________________________    

2. typically they perform saturday and sunday, arive at a site on thursday, and practise friday 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

      

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #26                    Date __________ 

        (Active vs Passive Voice)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. a performence tour for 3½ years across europe was made bye the mozart Family 

 _____________________________________________________________________________   

2. later mozart was apointed bye Emperor joseph II of vienna as his chamber composer 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

     
 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #27                    Date __________ 

        (Hyphen & Dash) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. around mid July, Jeds family will makes a trans American journey too argentina 

_____________________________________________________________________________     

2. you are the driver the only driver who pass the test announced gill 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #28                    Date __________ 

        (Parentheses & Brackets) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. the icecream cone Meltd in the hot son its was over 100° F. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. “for score and seven year ago 87 years… is a part of abraham lincolns gettysburg adress 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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        Editing Practice #25 

        (Syntax) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. yeerly when not fliing, the blue angels visist 50,000 people in Schools an Hospitalls            

     When not flying, the Blue Angels visit 50,000 people yearly in schools and hospitals. 

2. typically they perform saturday and sunday, arive at a site on thursday, and practise friday 

     Typically, they arrive at a site on Thursday, practice Friday, and perform Saturday and Sunday. 

 

 
 
 

  

           Editing Practice #26 

        (Active vs. Passive Voice)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. a performence tour for 3½ years across europe was made bye the mozart Family 

     The Mozart family made a performance tour for 3½ years across Europe. 

2. later mozart was apointed bye Emperor joseph II of vienna as his chamber composer 

     Later, Emperor Joseph II of Vienna appointed Mozart as his chamber composer. 

 

 

 
 
 

 Editing Practice #27                     

        (Hyphen & Dash) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. around mid July, Jeds family will makes a trans American journey too argentina 

    Around mid-July, Jed’s family will make a trans-American journey to Argentina. 

2. you are the driver the only driver who pass the test announced gill 

     “You are the driver – the only driver – who passed the test,” announced Gill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #28                     

        (from Worksheet 28) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. the icecream cone Meltd in the hot son its was over 100° F. 

    The ice cream cone melted in the hot sun. (It was over 100° F.) 

2. “for score and seven year ago 87 years… is a part of abraham lincolns gettysburg adress 

     “Four score and seven years ago [87 years]…” is a part of Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address.  

 


